A spray coating apparatus is provided for rotating a workpiece relative to a spray station to obtain a uniform coating of the workpiece. In a typical example, the workpiece comprises a ceramic tile which is to be coated with a ceramic coating and the tile is to be used as a reusable component of the thermal protection system for a space shuttle. The apparatus for rotating the workpiece includes a base support having a first rotatable stage for rotation in the horizontal plane and a second rotatable stage for rotation in a second plane inclined at an angle, such as 45 degrees, to the horizontal plane and the workpiece is supported on this second stage. Thus the workpiece is rotatable in both of two planes of rotation. The workpiece support is detachable from the first rotatable stage and the workpiece is readily detachable from the workpiece support to facilitate off loading of the spray coated workpiece. The workpiece holder includes a spray guard extending around the periphery of the workpiece to shield that surface of the workpiece where no coating is desired. The two degrees of freedom provided in the rotation of the workpiece relative to the spray station permits the various facets of the tile to be sequentially rotated into an orthogonal relationship to the spray station for uniform coating of the workpiece.
SPRAY COATING APPARATUS HAVING A ROTATABLE WORKPIECE HOLDER

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

(1) Field of the Invention

The present invention relates, in general, to spray coating apparatus and, more particularly to spray coating apparatus for rotating a workpiece relative to a spray station to obtain uniform spray coating of the workpiece.

This spray coating apparatus is designed for adaption to an automated spray station in an assembly line.

(2) Description of the Prior Art

Heretofore, spray coating devices have been proposed for spray coating of workpieces, such as shoes, wherein the workpiece was mounted for rotation in the horizontal plane about a vertical axis relative to a spray station so as to coat the workpiece uniformly on all sides facing the spray station. Such a spray coating apparatus is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,395,566 issued July 2, 1968.

It is also known from the prior art to place a reusable surface insulation tile on a fixed pedestal and to spray the tile by moving the spray gun relative to the stationary horizontal tile. Alternatively, it is known from the prior art to mount the tile to a model holding device and, while holding the tile on the model holding device in one hand, spraying the tile with the other hand. Reusable surface insulation tiles are disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,952,083 issued Apr. 20, 1976.

A "1/8" strip along the bottom of each vertical side edge of the tile must be coating free. Therefore, masking tape was applied to that area before spraying. This masking tape was removed after the coating was dried but before the coating was glazed.

In the prior art method wherein the tile rested in the horizontal plane on the pedestal for spray coating, the sides of the tile were vertical and the top of the tile was horizontal. A uniform coating of a specified thickness was difficult to achieve with this arrangement because the coating slurries were of relatively low viscosity and often ran on the tile's vertical sides while the coating deposited on the top of the tile was much thicker than on its sides.

When a hand-held holder was employed, it was cumbersome to use and increased the possibility of handling damage to the coating. Neither of the prior art methods were amenable to large scale manufacturing of reusable insulation tiles. In addition, the use of the masking tape to obtain an uncoated border along the bottom of the vertical sides of the tile was time consuming and when the masking tape was removed, the unfired coating was often damaged.

SUMMARY OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

The principal object of the present invention is the provision of an improved spray coating apparatus for spray coating of a workpiece and particularly suitable for spray coating of reusable thermal insulation tiles.

In one feature of the present invention, the workpiece is mounted on a rotatable stage which is inclined at a substantial angle to the horizontal. This rotatable stage is mounted on another rotatable stage which rotates in the horizontal plane. Thus, the workpiece can be rotated in two degrees of rotation, whereby the facets of the workpiece may be sequentially rotated into orthogonal relation to the spray station to obtain a uniform coating of the workpiece.

In another feature of the present invention, the workpiece support structure includes a first detachable workpiece holder which is detachable from the first rotatable stage of the spray coating apparatus to facilitate handling of the coated workpiece.

In another feature of the present invention, this invention is designed to be incorporated into an automatic spray station in an assembly line.

In another feature of the present invention, the detachable workpiece holder includes a central aperture therein to facilitate removal of the workpiece from the workpiece holder.

Other features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent upon a perusal of the following specification taken in connection with the accompanying drawings wherein:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a spray coating apparatus incorporating features of the present invention, FIG. 2 is a view depicting the workpiece holder in exploded view and depicting alternative workpiece holder configurations, and FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the structure of FIG. 2 taken in the direction of the arrow 3-3.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring now to FIGS. 1-3, there is shown a spray coating apparatus 11 incorporating features of the present invention. The spray coating apparatus 11 includes a base support structure 12, such as a table, for providing support from a horizontal reference plane via the intermediary of a stationary base plate 13. A turntable 14 is rotatably coupled to and supported from the base plate 13 via a conventional vertical axle and ball bearing assembly, not shown, vertically dependent from the turntable 14 and centrally disposed of the turntable. A 45 degree table 15 is fixedly secured to the turntable 14 via the intermediary of screws, not shown. The 45 degree table 15 includes a major face portion 16 inclined at 45 degrees to the horizontal plane and includes a cylindrical bore 17 axially aligned with the normal to the 45 degree inclined face 16.

A second turntable 18 includes a dependent axle 19 which is received within the cylindrical bore 17 through the major face of the 45 degree table 15 for rotation therein. The second turntable 18 includes a table portion 21 affixed to the axle 19 and having a major face 22 which is inclined at 45 degrees to the horizontal.

A detachable workpiece holder 23 is detachable coupled to the second turntable portion 21 via the intermediary of a plurality of dowels 24 depending from the workpiece holder 23 and loosely fitting within aligned bores 25 in the face 22 of the second turntable portion 21.

The workpiece holder 23 can take any one of a number of different configurations as depicted in FIG. 2 at 23, 23A and 23B. In the holder embodiments 23 and 23A, the upper face of the workpiece holder includes a plurality of upstanding pins 26 for insertion into the back
face of the workpiece to be coated, such as a reusable thermal insulation tile 27. A spray guard lip 28 extends upwardly from the upper face of the workpiece holder 23 for shielding the lower portions of the side edges of the tile workpiece 27 from sprayed coating material. A spray coating station 29 is mounted to the reference base support, such as a table 31, via the intermediary of a bracket 32 which serves to clamp a spray gun 33 in position so that the spray from the spray gun is directed at the workpiece 27 in the desired direction, i.e., normal to the face of the workpiece 27 being spray coated.

Thus, in the preferred embodiment for spraying rectangular tile 27, the central axis of the spray cone or fan is directed at 45 degrees to the horizontal plane when the tile 27 is rotated in a plane at 45 degrees to the horizontal. In this manner, the spray is directed orthogonally onto the surface being coated. The two turntable stages 14 and 21 permit successive facets of the rectangular workpiece to be sequentially rotated into spraying position relative to the spray station 29 so that the surface being coated is perpendicular to the central ray of the spray cone emitted from the spray station 29.

Once the workpiece 27 has been sprayed, the workpiece holder 23 is detached from the second turntable stage 21 and the holder 23, as held in the horizontal plane, is lowered onto a pedestal which passes up through a central aperture 34 in the workpiece holder, thereby separating the coated workpiece from the holder so that the next workpiece can be inserted into the holder 27 and the process repeated.

In a typical example, a 6" by 6" by 2" reusable surface insulation tile 27 is placed on the workpiece holder 23. The tile 27 is held in place by ½" long pins 26. The spray guard or lip 28 is approximately ⅛ of an inch high and is spaced away from the side edges of the tile 27 by ½ inch. The workpiece holder 23, with the tile in place, is then set on the second turntable stage 21. The tile is then ready to be coated. Reaction cured glass coating for the space shuttle thermal protection is applied as a low viscosity slurry that is uniformly sprayed onto the tile 27. A Binks model #69 spray gun with a type #66 nozzle is used to spray the tiles. The spray gun 33 is held perpendicular to the surface being coated and at about 6" to 8" away from the surface. The tile's sides are coated by moving the second turntable stage 21 so that each side surface faces the spray station 29 sequentially. The top surface is then moved to face the sprayer by rotating the first turntable stage 14. This procedure is repeated until the proper thickness of coating has been applied to the tile 27. Approximately 0.0012" to 0.0015" of coating is applied per pass. After coating, the tile 27 and tile holder 23 are removed from the second stage 21. The tile is removed from the workpiece holder 23 by setting the tile 27 on a round pedestal projecting up through the center aperture 34 and lowering the tile holder away from the coated tile. This procedure takes less than 10 minutes per tile.

The advantage in using the spray coating apparatus of the present invention is that it allows reusable surface insulation tile substrate to be coated with no masking and demasking, no handling of the wet coating, and gives a repeatable, uniformly thick coating. The spray coating apparatus makes automation of the coating process feasible. Use of the spray coating device for coating reusable surface insulation tile requires less time to coat each tile, lowers the scrapage rate, and the coating process requires fewer and less skilled personnel.

As an alternative to employing dowels 24 and pins 26 for holding the workpiece holder 23 to the second turntable 21, and for holding the workpiece 27 to the holder 23, the holder 23 with flat workpiece 27 in place over the central aperture 34, may be held to the turntable by vacuum. This is accomplished by boring a cylindrical hole through the turntable 21 and axle 19 in axial alignment therewith and coupling the bore in gas communication with a vacuum pump via the intermediary of a rotatable vacuum joint, not shown. Rotatable vacuum joints are commercially available from The Johnson Corporation of Three Rivers, Michigan as model #3100W "Free Wheeler".

What is claimed is:

1. In a spray coating apparatus for rotating a tile relative to a spray station to obtain a uniform coating of the tile on its front face and side surfaces:
   a. base plate for disposition on a horizontal reference support plane;
   b. first turntable supported by and parallel to said base plate and free to rotate in a horizontal plane about a vertical axis of rotation;
   c. table secured to said first turntable, said table having a major face portion inclined to the horizontal plane;
   d. second turntable rotatably coupled to said major face portion and free to rotate in a plane parallel to said major face portion about an axis of rotation normal to said major face portion; said second turntable having a number of bores each with a longitudinal axis parallel to said second turntable axis of rotation;
   e. a detachable tile holder adapted to be supported by said second turntable, said tile holder comprising:
      a. a plate with first and second opposite faces, said first face being coated and at about 6" to 8" away from the surface being coated; and for holding the workpiece 27 and tile holder 23 to the second turntable 21, and for holding the workpiece 27 to the holder 23, the holder 23 with flat workpiece 27 in place over the central aperture 34, may be held to the turntable by vacuum. This is accomplished by boring a cylindrical hole through the turntable 21 and axle 19 in axial alignment therewith and coupling the bore in gas communication with a vacuum pump via the intermediary of a rotatable vacuum joint, not shown. Rotatable vacuum joints are commercially available from The Johnson Corporation of Three Rivers, Michigan as model #3100W "Free Wheeler".

2. In a spray coating apparatus for uniformly coating the front face and side surfaces of a tile:
   a. base plate for disposition on a horizontal reference support plane;
   b. first turntable supported by and parallel to said base plate and free to rotate in a horizontal plane about a vertical axis of rotation;
   c. table secured to said first turntable, said table having a major face portion inclined to the horizontal plane;
   d. second turntable rotatably coupled to said major face portion and free to rotate in a plane parallel to said major face portion about an axis of rotation normal to said major face portion; said second turntable having a number of bores each with a longitudinal axis parallel to said second turntable axis of rotation;
   e. a detachable tile holder adapted to be supported by said second turntable, said tile holder comprising;
plate with first and second opposite faces, said first plate face adapted to support the back face of the tile to be coated, a plurality of erect pins secured to said first plate face and adapted to impale the back face of the tile to be coated, a guard lip extending upwardly from said first face of said plate for shielding the lower portions of the side walls of the tile to be coated, a plurality of dowels secured normal to said second plate face, said dowels being slightly smaller than said second turntable bores and disposed in alignment with said bores so that said dowels may rest within said bores, and said plate having an aperture to receive a pedestal for separating a coated tile from said detachable tile holder; and a spray gun mounted in proximity to said tile holder for spraying a tile in said tile holder, said spray gun having a spray axis that lies on the cone of revolution made by the axis of rotation of the second turntable when the first turntable is revolved whereby said spray axis is normal to the front face of a tile in said holder when said first turntable is rotated until the front face of the tile is directly facing said spray gun.
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